Sustained spatial attention to vibration is mediated in primary somatosensory cortex.
Focusing attention to a specific body location has been shown to improve processing of events presented at this body location. One important debate concerns the stage in the somatosensory pathway at which the neural response is modulated when one attends to a tactile stimulus. Previous studies focused on components of the somatosensory evoked potential to transient stimuli, and demonstrated an early cortical attentional modulation. The neural basis of sustained spatial stimulus processing with continuous stimulation remains, however, largely unexplored. A way to approach this topic is to present vibrating stimuli with different frequencies for several seconds simultaneously to different body locations while subjects have to attend to the one or the other location. The amplitude of the somatosensory steady-state evoked potential (SSSEP) elicited by these vibrating stimuli increases with attention. On the basis of 128 electrode recordings, we investigated the topographical distribution and the underlying cortical sources by means of a VARETA approach of this attentional amplitude modulation of the SSSEP. Sustained spatial attention was found to be mediated in primary somatosensory cortex with no differences in SSSEP amplitude topographies between attended and unattended body locations. These result patterns were seen as evidence for a low-level sensory gain control mechanism in tactile spatial attention.